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Abstract

A space tourism industry appears to be about to take off. Businesses have announced plans to launch people into suborbital space for

$200,000/person, with flights beginning as early as 2008. A brief review of the history of the idea of space tourism over the past four

decades—and an awareness that many ventures have quietly shelved their grandiose plans—might aid thinking about the prospects for

development of a safe and thriving space tourism industry. Today’s space tourism model emphases the concept of luxury, and the lifestyle

of hyper-consumption. It may be worth considering whether and how this conception of space tourism might affect the future of space

exploration.

r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

According to many breathless media reports, a booming
space tourism industry is about to take off. A handful of
businesses are claiming they are on the verge of launching
people into suborbital space for prices of around $200,000
a head, with flights that could begin as early as 2008.

Do these claims qualify as news? Should they be taken
seriously? Or are they indicators of wishful thinking,
bolstered by savvy marketing? Only time will tell. Mean-
while, a brief (but not comprehensive) review of the history
of the idea of space tourism over the past four decades
might aid thinking about its prospects.
1The author was editor of Space Business News in 1985 and reported on

Society Expeditions’ space tourism plans for that publication. Information
2. Space tourism since the 1960s

In 1967, Hilton Hotels president Barron Hilton ad-
dressed the American Astronautical Society (AAS) on the
subject of hotels in space [1]. ‘‘When space scientists make
it physically feasible to establish hotels in space,’’ he told
the group, ‘‘the hotel industry will meet the challenge.’’ For
years, advocates have cited Hilton’s remarks as evidence of
commercial interest in space tourism. But it is important to
note that Hilton also told the AAS: ‘‘No hotel should ever
be built that will cost more than it can earn.’’ When and if
e front matter r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

acepol.2006.05.001

ess: lbillings@seti.org.
the time was right, he said, the aerospace industry could
build space hotels ‘‘and we would franchise the Hilton
name.’’
Now, as then, somebody will have to spend hundreds of

millions if not billions of dollars to kick-start a space
tourism industry, and space travel companies are seeking
investors to put up that money. Since the 1980s, numerous
space-tourism market assessments, done by organizations
ranging from the Japanese Rocket Society to the Space
Transportation Association to government contractors and
to NASA itself, have tended to highlight public interest in
space travel and downplay capital requirements. Thus a
string of companies over the past 20 years has aired plans
for flying tourists into space on low-cost commercial space
transportation systems, none of which has yet materialized.
In 1985, the US travel company Society Expeditions

announced that it would sell trips into space on a rocket to
be built by a commercial launch company [2]. Much
publicity ensued for ‘‘Project Space Voyage’’, prospective
customers paid deposits on future flightsy but the rocket
was never built, the travel company was sold, and the
mastermind of that initiative now sells luxury vacations on
private jets.1 Around the time of Project Space Voyage,
on T.C. Schwartz, who headed Society Expeditions’ Project Space Voyage,
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some space commercialization advocates, such as Robert
Citron, pursued the US Space Shuttle as a vehicle for
tourist flights, lobbying NASA to rent the vehicle and
showing off designs for Shuttle-compatible tourist modules
[2]. But in 1986, the orbiter Challenger exploded, putting an
end to the idea of tourists on the Shuttle.

In 1997, the US company Zegrahm Space Voyages
announced it was selling 2-min-long suborbital flights for
$98,000 a person on a private ‘‘space cruiser system’’ [3].
This company was later sold, and no cruiser system
materialized. In 1999, the US company Spacehab an-
nounced it would build a commercial habitat module that
would attach to the Russian side of the International Space
Station and accommodate any paying customer; the
company failed to raise financing for the project and
consequently abandoned it.2 In 2000, the US–Russian
company MirCorp was formed to sell commercial flights to
the Russian space station, Mir. However, that station was
decommissioned before it could host any tourists. Another
US company, Space Adventures, eventually brokered
flights to the Russian side of the International Space
Station to three multimillionaire businessmen, starting in
2001 with Dennis Tito, at a reported $20 million a piece.3

The US company ZeroG Aerospace jumped on the space
tourism bandwagon in 2005 by announcing that it was
offering ‘‘affordable space tourism for the masses,’’ with
launches beginning in March 2006: ‘‘starting at $49,
anyone can enter the space frontier by sending a small
item into orbit’’ [4]. Meanwhile, in 2006 Space Adventures
announced that it had plans to develop commercial
spaceports in Singapore and the United Arab Emirate of
Ras Al Khaimah [5,6]. Space Adventures has been reported
as claiming that nearly 200 potential space tourists have
paid the company a total of almost $3 million in deposits
for suborbital flights [7]. In addition, the US company
Rocketplane Limited currently claims it is building a
suborbital launch vehicle and says it is partnering with the
UK company Pure Vacations to offer ‘‘Pure Galactic’’
tourist flights into space [8].

3. Space tourism today

Among the handful of companies peddling vacations in
space today, however, Virgin Galactic is by far the biggest,
and by far the most publicized [9–15], with its celebrity
head (Sir Richard Branson), designer logo (Philippe
Starck), big-name spacecraft developer (Burt Rutan), and
ultra-rich backer (Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen). Paul
Allen aided Virgin Galactic by contributing a reported $25
(footnote continued)

Schwartz’s current luxury travel business, TCS Expeditions, was founded

in 1991.
2The author worked for SPACEHAB from September 1999 to August

2002, the period during which the Enterprise commercial habitat project

was proposed and abandoned.
3See http://www.spaceadventures.com for further information on these

flights.
million toward the successful attempt by Burt Rutan’s
Scaled Composites to win the $10 million Ansari X Prize.
(Scaled Composites won the prize, for flying the test vehicle
SpaceShipOne to the edge of space twice in 5 days [9,16].)
Virgin Galactic has said it is spending $100 million on con-

struction of the space-tourist-transporter SpaceShipTwo
and planning to build a space hotel that could open for
business in Earth orbit by the end of the decade [17]. The
company claims it has already collected more than $13
million in deposits for flights, at $200,000 per person.4 It is
counting on the government of the state of New Mexico to
build and finance the $250 million spaceport it plans to use
for its space tourist flights. Virgin plans to pay rent [13,15].
Stories about space tourism plans are good news, for

space flight fans and for journalists as well. Scaled
Composites, SpaceShipOne and Virgin Galactic alone offer
heroics (lone test pilots), spectacular and record-setting
events (the X-Prize contest), pioneering entrepreneurs
(Allen, Branson, Rutan), the ultra-rich and other celebrities
(Rutan, Allen, Branson, Rutan and Branson’s rumored
movie-star customers [9,12]) and plain old attention-
grabbing novelty. It is worth considering, however, that
good news does not necessarily make good business, or
good sense.
First, human space flight is dangerous and expensive.

While there is no doubt that Burt Rutan is a brilliant
inventor and designer, even he may not be able to break
through the price barrier to commercial space travel. And
if it does get off the ground, space tourism will be very
pricey. Though Virgin Galactic claims it is ‘‘developing
space tourism for everybody,’’ the luxury market is
definitely the niche it is after [18]. Second, US interest in
the greater militarization of space could get in the way of
space tourism [19]. And third, the ethical, legal, and social
implications of expanding human presence into space and
allowing commercial operations in the space environment
have not been thoroughly examined. Advocates claim
space tourism will drive the commercial development of
space. But is unfettered corporate activity in this environ-
ment desirable? Humans are intrusive creatures, and
wherever they have gone on Earth, they have made a mess
of things: the idea of preserving pristine environments in
space [20] deserves some serious consideration. With the
1967 United Nations Treaty on the Peaceful Uses of Outer
Space as a foundation, a framework of international law
and regulation needs to be put in place to govern
commercial space activities.

4. Tourism and exploration: incompatible bedfellows?

If space tourism does take off, is this what space
exploration is, could be, or should be all about? One
prospective customer of Virgin Galactic has called sub-
orbital flight ‘‘the ultimate joyride of all time’’ [14]. People
in the space community talk endlessly about the need to
4See http://www.virgingalactic.com for more information.
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share the excitement of space exploration with public
audiences, in order to build support for government-
funded space programs. But promoting space exploration
as a thrill ride sells it short. It is about more than thrills. It
is a classical heroic journey, a quest taken on by larger-
than-life figures who take risks for the rest of society and
share the rewards they reap [21]. Even robotic exploration
can be heroic, as the Mars Rovers and the Huygens probe
on Titan have shown.

Instead of enabling humankind to continue its heroic
journeys of discovery, by today’s space tourism model
space travel could ultimately become a status symbol—like
owning a high-performance car. Present public interest in
space tourism is being driven in large part by a
megacorporate ‘‘brand producer’’—Virgin—with a con-
siderable flair, and budget, for design, marketing, advertis-
ing, sponsorship, and public relations [22], one of many
such globalized producers that are peddling ideas or
lifestyles as much as products or services. The idea that
Virgin is selling is luxury, and the lifestyle is hyper-
consumption—both good for business, but perhaps not
good for humankind.

Will space exploration follow this global trend? Or could
it become something more? A century ago, American
philosopher William James called for a moral equivalent of
war, a collective endeavor that could inspire people to turn
away from war to more productive collective enterprises
[23]. As spacefaring nations extend human presence into
space, they can take with them values and habits that have
not served people especially well on Earth. Or they can
begin to consider what a spacefaring civilization might,
could, or should look like in this new millennium. It is time
for the global space community to initiate a broad public
dialog about what sort of future in space all people want.
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